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Features and enhancements 3

Features and enhancements

Liberate Administration Utility

General

S084891 Additional modules added into the Role Basis dropdown in Roles
The following modules have been added into the Role Basis Dropdown in roles:

Infotrack
Document Router 
Reports 

|

S084899 When linking Fee Earners to Users in New User Maintenance, only unlinked Fee
Earners are available in the dropdown list

When linking Fee Earners to Users in New User Maintenance, only unlinked Fee Earners are available in the dropdown list

|
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Performance enhancements

Liberate SE

QuickSearch

S084869 Performance enhancement for Last Used List in QuickSearch
Performance enhancement for Last Used List in QuickSearch

|
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Resolved issues

Liberate Administration Utility

General

S084374 Fixed missing lower level permissions in new user maintenance and Bill
Templates

1. Lower level permission 1505 Billing Wizard Posting, is no longer available on a Case Management Role basis. It is 
available on Full Accounts Only
2. Lower Level permission 801 - Credit Control Delete Actions is now available on Full Accounts Role Basis 
3. The Dropdown in Bill Templates is now populating 

|

S084535 Fixed the issue with CL.ADD6 merge code not resolve to the correct field from
the client record for Primary Client

Fixed the issue with CL.ADD6 merge code not resolve to the correct field from the client record for Primary Client 

|

S084897 Fixed issue with Module IDs being removed from SEUserModules, User Code
now writes into IFPR.PRALPHA

Fixed issue with Module IDs being removed from SEUserModules, when Lower Levels are amended within Roles
User Code now writes into IFPR.PRALPHA, when a User/Fee Earner are linked

|

S084900 Issue with replicating users and disassociating the source user in .net User
Maintenance

I believe that this was simply an issue not clearing the ZZ.FELink.

I struggled to follow the recreation steps as they didn't really flow well.

The link is now cleaing the field that marks it as linked.

12/11/2021 - Patched the error in the SQL. Not sure how it was happening buy it now has a belt and braces check around it.

13/11/2021 - The new error found by Mel was because the disaccociated user hadn't reloaded correctly.  When 
disassociating, the FLlink is now correctrly blanked for the user and the user is reloaded.  This means that all the greyed out 
tabs are now correctly visible again and a fee earner can be selected when relinking without creating an error.

|

S084902 Fixed issue with Default Grid Colours not being added to users in new user
miantenance

Fixed issue with Default Grid Colours not being added to users in new user miantenance 

|
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Liberate SE

General

R001035 The postcode field has been extended to 20 Characters in length
The postcode field has been extended to 20 characters in length in the following areas:

Payee Setup
Billing Address - Client Record
Billing Address - Billing Wizard
Client Record
Party Record
Conflict Search
Postcode Lookup
Supplier Records 

|

S084888 Fixed issues with Time Recording against Parties
1. When time is recorded in relation to a party the case code and case description is now retained in the time review area.
2. When editing time, the case information is not removed from the entry.

|

Liberate SE Accounts

General

S084832 SE Credit contol docs saving to case history
Emailed credit control processed items are save under the credit control area on the case history 

|

S084889 Client To Office Transfers Via Workflow
System update to ensure users can raise type 85 transactions (Client to Office Transfers) via workflow.  There is no 
allocation within the workflow process, as such, firms would need to edit each transaction raised via workflow to allocate fees 
to disbursements or bills.

|
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